PPaxe evaluation
Performance of the PPaxe estimated over the three datasets using 10-fold cross-validation, compared to previously published tools, is shown on Supplementary Materials Table S1 . Quan et. al I and II correspond to the unsupervised and the semi-supervised methods described in that article respectively. The performance of PPaxe when it comes to retrieving interactions varies from dataset to dataset. Overall, PPaxe performed better than a previously described method on the same datasets (Zhao et al., 2016) , slightly worse than a rule-based approach (Raja et al., 2013) , and better and similarly to an unsupervised and a semi-supervised method respectively (Quan et al., 2014) . Figure 1 . a) PPaxe web application form, which allows users to both input PubMed identifiers directly or to write a PubMed query to retrieve the requested articles. b) Graph visualization made using Cytoscape.js from the HTML report of PPaxe. c) Sentences containing PPIs retrieved from the analysis of four PubMed abstracts (PMIDs: 15640847, 20729546, 25196150, and 25211495) , presented in the HTML output as a searchable table. The Confidence value (shown in the table and on the graph edges) corresponds to the normalized percentage of votes of the predictor (ranging from 0 to 1). Table S1 : Assessment of PPaxe interaction extraction performance. PPaxe performance metrics were computed with a 10-fold cross-validation for each dataset. The same procedure was not applied to the other tools, due to the inability to get the corresponding software to run under the same conditions. Therefore, the metrics displayed on this table were retrieved from their respective articles. "All sets" correspond to the validation run on a merged dataset built from the other three (AImed + BioInfer + LLL). Table S2 : PPaxe extracted interactions when intersecting them with those in BioGRID. The retrieved interactions were compared against the BioGRID database, and those not annotated in the database were manually curated. In blue, 28 interactions described in BioGRID ("BioGRID positive"); in yellow, 3 interactions described in BioGRID but annotated as incorrect after manual inspection ("BioGRID negative"); in green, 40 interactions not described in BioGRID but annotated as correct after manual curation ("PPaxe positive"); in red, 33 interactions not described in BioGRID annotated as incorrect ("PPaxe negative"). The "Conf." value corresponds to the normalized percentage of votes of the random forest classifier used by PPaxe. 
Performance metrics
Accuracy
Tool Accuracy Precision Recall F1

AImed
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Feature name Description ALL POS NNS Number of Tokens tagged as NNS in sentence.
ALL POS PDT Number of Tokens tagged as PDT in sentence.
ALL POS POS Number of Tokens tagged as POS in sentence.
ALL POS PRP Number of Tokens tagged as PRP in sentence.
ALL POS PRP DOLAR Number of Tokens tagged as PRP DOLAR in sentence.
ALL POS RB Number of Tokens tagged as RB in sentence.
ALL POS RBR Number of Tokens tagged as RBR in sentence.
ALL POS RBS Number of Tokens tagged as RBS in sentence.
ALL POS RP Number of Tokens tagged as RP in sentence.
ALL POS SYM Number of Tokens tagged as SYM in sentence.
ALL POS TO Number of Tokens tagged as TO in sentence.
ALL POS UH Number of Tokens tagged as UH in sentence.
ALL POS VB Number of Tokens tagged as VB in sentence.
ALL POS VBD Number of Tokens tagged as VBD in sentence.
ALL POS VBG Number of Tokens tagged as VBG in sentence.
ALL POS VBN Number of Tokens tagged as VBN in sentence.
ALL POS VBP Number of Tokens tagged as VBP in sentence.
ALL POS VBZ Number of Tokens tagged as VBZ in sentence.
ALL POS WDT Number of Tokens tagged as WDT in sentence.
ALL POS WP Number of Tokens tagged as WP in sentence.
ALL POS WP DOLAR Number of Tokens tagged as WP DOLAR in sentence.
ALL POS WRB Number of Tokens tagged as WRB in sentence.
BETWEEN PROTA COUNT Number of times ProtA appears between ProtA and ProtB.
BETWEEN PROTB COUNT Number of times ProtB appears between ProtA and ProtB.
ALL PROTA COUNT Number of times ProtA appears in sentence.
ALL PROTB COUNT Number of times ProtB appears in sentence.
